Recovery of transcriptionally active chromatin restriction fragments by binding to organomercurial-agarose magnetic beads. A rapid and sensitive method for monitoring changes in higher order chromatin structure during gene activation and repression.
The unfolding of nucleosomes along transcriptionally active DNA sequences uncovers previously shielded cysteinyl-thiol groups of histone H3 molecules located at the center of the nucleosome core. This change in conformation and SH reactivity of nucleosomes along transcribed DNA sequences makes it possible to separate active from inactive nucleosomes by mercury affinity chromatography. The binding of thiol-reactive nucleosomes to an organomercurial-agarose column has been shown previously to reflect, with accuracy, both the timing and extent of transcription of the associated DNA sequences (Chen, T. A., and Allfrey, V. G. (1987) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A. 84, 5252-5256). Here, we extend this experimental approach to the analysis of higher order chromatin structures. Large chromatin fragments released by treating isolated nuclei with restriction endonucleases are fractionated on mercurated agarose magnetic beads that capture nucleosomes with accessible histone H3 thiols, but do not react with the hidden H3 thiols of the compactly beaded nucleosomes of inactive genes. The SH-reactive domains of c-myc and other genes are rapidly separated from the non-SH-reactive restriction fragments by the magnetic bead technique. The new method also overcomes a major limitation of mercurated agarose column chromatography, which is not suitable for studies of higher order chromatin structure because large chromatin fragments occlude the mercury column; occlusion is not a problem in magnetic separations using suspended mercurated agarose beads. Here, we describe the synthesis of mercurated agarose magnetic beads with high capacity for SH groups and test their application to the recovery of chromatin restriction fragments of c-myc and the growth arrest gene gas1.